In [13, 14] , we defined and in. : _ rigated the space of numerical pseudo almost periodic functions, which is a new generalization of the almost peridic functions; as for the space of almost periodic functions and some of its generalizations, pseudo almost periodic functions have many applications in the theory of differential equations. In this paper, we deal with vector-valued pseudo almost periodic functions.
Throughout this paper, X denotes a Banach space and JJ a stands for [a, oo) when a £ U and for U when a = -oo; C(Jf a , X) denotes the space of all bounded continuous functions from J a to X. Also, m denotes Lebesgue measure on (R. Definition 1. A subset P of Jf a is said to be relatively dense in J a if there exists a number / > 0 such that [t,t T /]nP#0 (te J a ).
Definition 2. A closed subset C of JJ a is said to be an ergodic zero set in JI a if m(Cn[a, t])/(t-a) -> 0 as t -> oo (m(Cn[-t,t])/2t
-* 0 as t -> oo, when a = -oo).
Since lim m(C D [a, t])/(t -a) = lim m(C 0 [a, t])/t for a £ R, we will use the
t-¥00 t->00 latter limit. A function / E C(JJ a ,K) is said to be pseudo almost periodic if for each e > 0, there are a number 5 > 0, a relatively dense subset P(e) of JJ a , and an ergodic zero subset C £ of JJ a such that
and
VAV($ a ,X) will denote the set of all pseudo almost periodic functions from JJ a to X and VAV 0 ($a,X) is defined to be the set of all the functions / E C(JJ a ,K) with the property that 1/t / o * ||/(x)|| dx -> 0 as t -> oo (l/2tj t _ t \\f(x)\\ dx -> 0 as t -> oo, when a = -co).
Remarks 6.
Under some restrictions on a and C e in Definition 5, the functions defined there reduce to familar ones which have been extensively investigated. For example,
(1) when a = -co, so J a = R, and C £ = 0, VAV(R,X) = AV(U,X), the space of almost periodic functions [1, 3, 4, 5, 8] .
(2) when a = 0 and C £ = 0, VAV(hX) = SAV(So), the space of strongly almost periodic functions [2, 6] . (3) when a = 0 and C E is bounded, VAV($o,£) = AV($o), the space of almost periodic functions [2, 6] . (4) when a G R and C e is bounded, VAV($ a ,X) = AAV($ a ,X), the space of asymptotically almost periodic functions [10, 11, 12] .
In all the cases mentioned in Remarks 6, (2) in Definition 5 is a consequence of (1). However, we will show in Example 14 that (2) is independent of (1).
The proofs of the following two propositions are straightforward, we omit them. Let g e C(U,X) and let e > 0. Set
Then, from Remark 6 (1), g G AV(R,X) if and only if P(e) is relatively dense in R.
. For, the almost periodicity of g implies that there is a relatively dense subset P(e/3) C R such that
\\g(t)-g(t + T)\\< £ -(teU, reP(e/3)).
The uniform continuity of g [5, Theorem 6.2] implies that there is a number 6 > 0 such that lls(0-<?(<")II < § (f,*"€R, |t'-t"|<*)-
Set

Ce = {teJ a :\\<p(t)\\>l};
by Proposition 7, C £ is an ergodic zero set of JJ a . Now it is easy to show that / satisfies Definition 5. The next theorem shows the converse: any function / G VAP($ a , X) has a unique decomposition like this. As in [13] , we will call g the almost periodic component and (p the ergodic perturbation respectively of /. Before stating the theorem, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 9. Let P be relatively dense in JJ a and let C be an ergodic zero set in JJ a . ForeachT e P, set B T = {t e R: t + T e CU(R\JI a )} (B T = {teU: t + T e C) when a = -ooj and • 388
We are now going to prove the main result of the paper. Since the result for R = §_ 00 is a simple corollary of that for JJ a , a G R (see Remark 12 (3)), we will discuss only the latter. Proof. We only need to show the only if part. Choose a sequence of positive numbers {s n } decreasing to zero. Let 6 n , P(e n /7) and C n be for e n as in Definition 5. For P(e n /7) and C n , we have B n C R from (3) of Lemma 9 with m(B n ) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C n C C n+ i for all n G N since we can replace C n+ i by C n U C n +i, which still satisfies Definitions 2 and 5. Set Q(e n ) = P(e n /7)VJP'(e n /7), where P'(e n /7) = {r: -r G P(e n /7)}. Q(e n ) is relatively dense in R.
In the proof of Lemma 9, we pointed out that for each t G R \ B n , we can choose a T n , t G P(e n /7) such that t + T n j G Jf a \ C n . Define a function f n on R \ B n by (4) /n(t) = /(« + T n , t ).
f n is well-defined on R \ B n . Set We will show that the sequence {/ n } converges uniformly to a function g G AP(U, X) on R \ B. First of all, we show that each f n satisfies ( 
5) \\fn(t)-fn(t + T)\\ <S n , (TeQ(s n ), t,t + T eU\B n )
and ( 
6) ||/n(f) -/n(<")|| < e n , (t',t" GU\B n , \t' -t"\ < S n ).
We show (6) first. According to (4),
||/n(0 " /n(<")|| = ||/(*' + T n , V ) -f{t" + T n ,t»)H, where t' 4-r nji /, t" -f-r n^/ t G J a \ C n . Lemma 10, along with the facts that C n is closed and / is continuous at t' + r n ,*', £" + r n>t // E J a \C n , implies that there are a T € P(e n /7) and At € [0,5 n ) such that t' + T n<t < + At + r, t" + r", t < +At + T, t" + At + T, t" + r", t » + At + r, *' + T", t -+ At, t" + T nr + At <E Sa \ C e and (g) ll/(t-' + T",.0 -f(t' + T n , v + At)\\ < e"/7, ||/(«" + T", t ») -/(*" + r", t » + At)|| < e "/7.
It follows from (1), (2) and (8) that ll/(*' + T",.0-/(*" + T", t »)||
<ll/(t' + T". t 0-/(«' + T", t .+A0H + ||/(*' + T", t . + At) -f(t' + T", t . + At + T)|| + ||/(jj + T", t -+ At + r) -/(«" + T", t . + At + r)|| (9) + || f(t" + T", t . + At + r) -/(t" + At + r)|| + ||/(t" + At + r) -f(t" + T", t « + At + r)||
+ ||/(<" + T", t » + At + r) -f(t" + T ", t » + At)|| + ||/(t" + T", t »+At)-/(t" + r", t »)||
<£"•
Similarly, we can show (5) in the case that r € P(e n /7) and t, t + r € IR \ £? n . Ifr e P'(e"/7) and t,t+r€ R\B n , set T = t+r and r' = -r. Then r' G P(e"/7) and t = T + r'. Therefore
||/"(t) -/"(* + T)|| = ||/"(T) -f n (T + T')\\ < e n .
Now we show that the sequence {/ n } converges uniformly on R \ B. In fact, for teU\B, by (4) f m (t) = f(t + T mtt ) and f n (t) = /(* + r n , t ). where * + r m , t G J a \C m and t + T n j G JS a \ C n . Say, m > n, so C m D C n and J a \ C m Cj a \ C n . Note that £n > £m-In (9) 5 replace £', £" by £, r n^' and T n^< by T m^ and T n , t respectively, and £n by £ m , and choose r G P(e m /7); we get ll/m(*) -/n (Oil = ll/(* + T m ,.) -/(* + T", t )|| ( 10 ) 4e m . 3e" <-+ -<£«• Thus there is a function g on U\B such that f n -> g uniformly on I R \ 5 as n -roo. For e > 0, we choose j 0 such that Sj Q < e/5 and
(ii) hit)-f j0 (t)\\ < I (teR\B).
Now we show three assertions.
(i) If a sequence {t n } C R \ B is Cauchy, so is {g(t n )}. For, by (6) and (11) 
\\9(tn) -9(tm)\\ ^ \\9(tn) -f jo (tn)\\ + \\f jo (t n ) ~ f jo (t m )\\
This implies that g is continuous on R \ B and extends uniquely to R by continuity, (ii) g G AV(U,X). By (5) and (11) one can similarly show that, for all £ G R and reQ(e jo ),
\\9(t)-9(t + r)\\ ^ \\g(t) -g(t + At)\\ + \\g(t + At) -f j0 (t + At)\\ + \\f jo (t + At) -f jo (t + At + T)\\ + \\f jo (t + At + T)-g(t + At + T)\\ + \\g(t + At + T)-g(t + T)\\ <£,
where, as before, a small number At > 0 is chosen such that t + At, t + At + T € R\£?, \\g(t)-g(t+At)\\ < e/5, and \\g(t+T)-g(t+At+T)\\ < e/5. Since Q(e jo ) is relatively dense in R, g eAV(R,X).
, then by (1), (4) and
||, it follows from the inequality above that when t is s€J« sufficiently large 
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Finally, the decomposition is unique. Note that, for g G AV(U,X),
where \\g(-)\\ is the function t G U -> ||g(0ll-Therefore if there are two functions Gi, g 2 G AV(U,X) such that / -#| Ja G TM/^G-UX), i = 1,2, then 9l \ Ja -a 2 |^ G TMPotfa,-*). So^i = a 2 .
The proof is complete.
• As a consequence of Theorem 11, we have
VAV(S a , X) = AV(U, X) 0 VAVo(h, X).
In case X = C, we will omit A^ from our notation and write, for example, VAV($ a ) iorVAV (3 a ,X) .
(1) and (2) are known decomposition theorems; we have them as corollaries of Theorem 11. [7] , one can show that
Now we give an example to show that (2) is independent of (1) in Definition 5. Proof. We know from Theorem 11 that fi = gt|j 4-<pi, where g; G ^^(R, X) and </?; G 'P.XT^oUa,^-"), i -l,2,...,n. Therefore there exists a relatively dense subset P(e) of J a from [5, Proof of Theorem 6.9] such that for i = 1,2,..., n HgzW -</;(* + r)|| < e/3 (t G R, r G P(e)).
Since an almost periodic function is uniformly continuous on R [5, Theorem 6.2], there exists a S > 0 such that llfl.(f) -S.(*")ll < e/3 (t = 1,2,..., n, |f -t"\ < 8).
Set d = {t€ J a : II^.WII >e/3},i = l,2,...,nand C,=u Ci.
1=1
By Propositions 7 and 8, C £ is an ergodic zero set in JJ a . The proof is finished.
•
